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ARIMAS SRL

CHASE THE VISION,
NOT THE MONEY,
THE MONEY
WILL END UP
FOLLOWING YOU
Combine our expertise and knowledge to help
your business transformation through smarter
content, allowing organizations to connect,
protect & unlock value from all their offer
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THE COMPANY
arimas is an italian company engaged in advanced engineering consulting and innovation consultancy.
The Company’s business is structured around three areas of consultancy: Technology Research &
Development (R&D) Consulting, Organization & Information Systems Consulting and Strategy and
Management Consulting. It assists clients during the strategic planning stages of new technologies and
offer support throughout the production phase of the products and services.
The Company operates widely, providing services in various market sectors, such as aerospace, defense,
telecommunications, media, automotive, infrastructure, energy, nuclear, financial services and healthcare.
The Company’s expertise allows us to address
any kind of challenges. Each project has its
own lifecycle and therefore it must be followed
throughout all its phases.
Its various solutions includes Intelligent Systems,
Lifecycle Experience, Information Systems &
Mechanical Engineering as well as Customized
solutions in the Electronics, Telecommunications,
Wireless & Wired

OUR OBJECTIVES

A
B
C

Maintaining the right balance between revenue and expenses is a
key pillar of the company business strategy as well as investments
into company growth in a profitable direction
Setting clear and measurable goals that insure all of the teams are
aligned with the same priorities throughout the whole company

With the increasing advances in technical innovations affecting
all industries, the company’s objective is to always to improve its
Technical and Analytical skills
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VISION & VALUES
arimas’ vision is to solve our customers’ challenges by providing unmatched services in strategy,
consulting, digital, technology & operations. arimas aims to deliver cutting-edge technology
solutions across industries & business functions, to help business transformation through
smarter content, allowing organizations to connect, protect & unlock value from all their offer

Investing in quality
talent

Future-Proof
B2B Solutions

Jointly into the
business

arimas’ experience demonstrates that
superior services are an investment
that can help drive business growth.
Investing in quality talent, and ensuring
that they have the right skills, is central
to provide consistently excellent
service experiences

More than 50 percent of business
development effort is spent on
Quality. Machine learning, analytics &
automation can also help to reduce
this significantly. arimas engineering
vision help clients to be future-proof in
a complex technological environment

We love our customers and they love
us back. Why? Service, partnership
and dependability. Explore the many
reasons why so many businesses have
chosen—and continue to choose—to
do business with us.

CUTTING-EDGE SERVICES
We have all seen and heard the word “service” used so many times that sometimes
its impact is far less than it should be.
For arimas, services means everything and extends to everything from
relationships to innovation
The versatility of our solutions and our constant and direct collaboration
make your work simpler as never before
arimas has individuals dedicated to helping our customers
grow business and increasing their revenue for any market
segment
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CEO STATEMENT
We have the ability to create
value for our clients and
meet their needs both in
terms of productivity and
digital transformation

arimas has long been at the forefront of testing innovation. We are now leading our clients into the new
world of quality engineering at scale. We need a new disruptive vision for the engineering companies,
one that positions engineers to be catalysts for speed, agility & business performance to achieving radical
productivity. Across data, frameworks, process, technology & organization trasformation modern companies
will shift away from traditional approaches towards new ideas and new methodologies fit for digital world of
tomorrow

Renowned for adopting a transparent, collaborative and
entrepreneurial leadership style; one that mentors, empowers
and motivates teams and individuals to consistently deliver
against challenging revenue, margin and market-share growth
objectives

Maurizio La Rocca
CEO & founder
-----------------------------------An accomplished, commercially astute and
highly entrepreneurial Senior Executive with
a wealth of transferable Telecommunications

Equipped with a proven track of delivery and channel sales

experience gained in a range of progressively

growth success working closely with key stakeholdersand

increasingly senior operations, engineering

C-Level Managers

management

and

leadership roles.

business

development
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OVERVIEW
Our product portfolio and services have been tested
and are now trusted by world-leading customers
arimas is now considered as one of the leading suppliers of Network Planning & Optimization
products and associated consulting services in Italy with offices across Europe
The company also has ongoing projects in the Middle East regions

UNDERSTANDING CUSTOMER NEEDS
Our focus is to meet the expanding needs of our clients and to improve the commercial performance of
their organisations. We deelyp understand the need to provide a critical bridge between their customers
and the multiple facets of a supplier: from customer support through marketing to operations and strategy

DATA ANALYTICS THAT MAKES A MEANINGFUL IMPACT
Our analytics platform has been created to address the industry’s main
concerns: security, integration and installation. Our team collaborate
together in single environment where all the data and information can be
used in near real-time

RADIO ACCESS NETWORK OPERATIONS
Combine a rich range of data sources, from OSS KPIs, to
trouble tickets & maintenance, monitoring all aspects of the
networks, alarming and alerting Operators know instantly if
any Key Quality Indicators (KQIs) have been breached

REPORTS THAT DELIVER VALUE
Cutting the complexity and simplifying
the solution to experience and generate
revenue
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TEAM WORK
The success of a team is dependent on every team member working toward a common goal. It’s important
to emphasize to all team members that every role, no matter how seemingly insignificant, is valuable to the
team’s success overall.
No individual team member has the knowledge and experience of the team as a whole. That’s why it’s
important that team members hear out one another’s opinions, learn from their peers, and respect others.

AROUND THE WORLD
Holland
Local Office

Bulgaria
Local Office

Argentina

Dubai

Sales Rep

Sales Rep

Italy

HQ

500+ Customers
Growing Partners
& Expanding Portfolio
100%, Customer
Satisfaction
Economically Strong
Expanding Company

Iraq

vc

arimas rebranded from laroccasolutions in the summer of 2018 thanks to
the fantastic growth and success achieved during recent years. Our team
must stay open and passionate about innovation from all angles, including
all the startups driving today’s technology
We are proud to have played key roles in pioneering projects that have
changed the landscape of Italian mobile telecommunications, such as the
deployments of 4G Networks!
Our ambition is to make arimas a company Leader which has the capacity
to deliver cuting-edge projects for the most demanding clients, as well as
attract & retaining the most talented people!
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THE ONLY WAY TO DO
SOMETHING GREAT
IS LOVING WHAT YOU
ARE DOING

Combining advanced technology, proprietary
data, and deep subject-matter expertise to
deliver impact to our clients quicker than ever
before, sustaing them for the long term
We take a consistent approach to recruiting

Our

and skills development regardless of where

designers,

our people are located, so that we can

managers, entrepreneurs, and research

quickly deliver the right team, with the right

scientists.

experience and expertise, to each client
customer.

consultants
data

include
scientists,

engineers,
business
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COMPANY METHODOLOGY
Our team operates with enthusiasm and flexibility. We are focused on our customers, being their reliable
partner for services and solutions, working together on a partnership basis, helping them face the challenges
of the modern times. Besides Italy, arimas has clients from United Kingdom, Netherlands, France, Sweden,
Switzerland, Spain, Germany, Bulgaria, Iran, etc.

Project Analysis
Valuation

analysis

is

used

Planning & Strategies
to

Strategic

planning

is

our

Execution

Solutions Delivery

Unlock work execution by boosting

A deep Evaluation process serves
as the entry point to the solution

evaluate the potential merits of an

organization’s process of defining

work

investment or to objectively assess

its strategy, or direction, and

processes, leveraging dashboards

productivity,

automating

delivery

the value of a business or asset

making decisions on allocating our

and decision making, and a project

ensures that undertaking the first

resources to pursue this strategy

management guide

phases of a project still makes

paths.

business

This

process

sense

Powered by knowledge
Our mission is to combine our expertise and
knowledge to help your business transformation
through smarter content, allowing organizations to
connect, protect & unlock value from their offerings
Our work is founded on a rigorous understanding of
every client’s institutional context, sector dynamics, and
macroeconomic environment. That’s the purpose of our
investment! In fact, we annually invest a percentage of
our revenue in knowledge development, learning and
capability.
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INNOVATION
Our customers’ needs are constantly changing, so we continually seek new and better ways to serve
them. To do this, we are bringing new talent into the firm, acquiring new companies, and developing new
capabilities, for example, in design, analytics and digital

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
Business development is the innovation hub of your organization

Business development teams identify areas of opportunity: new products, new markets,
new partnerships, and new distribution channels. It’s critical to start with clear objectives.

Alignment of Core Values

01

Finding a partner that believes in what you believe in,
and upholds the same standards, will be critical at every

Long-term Shared Purpose

02

decision point in your business journey

Why are you doing what you are doing? Where are you
going? Partners must be aligned in their future vision
regarding the direction of the company, and the impact
they will make

Complementary Strengths

03

The best partnerships include leaders who have
different skill sets. You don’t need another one of you.
Your partner should fill in your gaps, and not simply add
bandwidth

Business Strategy Planning

04

A Business Strategy is a must: discuss potential changes
in direction and set short-term goals that roll up to longterm goals
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OUR OFFER
You need EXPERIENCE and SKILLS
Each customer needs a different approach and each Solution needs to be configured, tested and prepared
to run in a demanding production environment - you need the right team to resolve inevitable issues!

OUR EXPERIENCE
Required Experience and Skills: Our Engineering & Assurance team will provide
reliable support across a range of hardware, software, testing infrastructure and
testing products
UX & UI DESIGN
Simplifying the gap between people
and screens

WEB ENGINEERING
Simplifying product development that
empowers you to grow

MOBILE ENGINEERING
Build a modern experience that
customers can create value from

DEVOPS
Simplifying DevOps for Digital
Transformation

ARIMAS SRL
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THE BEST SOLUTIONS
for your business

INNOVATION
People come to us to build new products, improve an existing product and
to generate demand. Our passion is figuring out what motivates people
through the intersection of design and behavioral data. More times than
not, the clients we work with already have products and marketing in place,
but are unsatisfied with adoption and results.

WE BELIEVE IN
RESULTS

WE EMBRACE AGILE
METHODOLOGY

We believe in results, not style over
substance. Sadly we rescue a lot
of projects due to overselling and
under delivering. We have worked
hard to build capability that puts all
this learning into practice

We embrace agile methodology
and this will benefit our clients
with speed to market, flexibility
in features and functionality and
overall project budgets

Innovation can be simply
defined as a “new idea,
new imaginations in form
of device or methods”
However, innovation can
also be identidied as

WE ARE YOUR PARTNER

WE DRIVE INNOVATION

We are your partner!
We appreciate that any project, no
matter the size, is critical to your
success. Our experts will support
you throughout the journey

We have proven experience
in design, engineering and
continuous delivery. We are the
best of both worlds; our clients
come to us because we fill the
disconnect between great design
and great technology

the application of better
solutions that meet new
requirements, unarticulated
needs, or existing market
needs.

CONTACT US
Contact us regarding sales questions, reseller
questions, partnership opportunities, media
inquiries and more...

Via Tiburtina, snc
67061 Carsoli
(AQ) - Italy

Telephone

E-mail:

+39 0863 1865635

info@arimas.com

